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PROPOSAL:

PROBLEM

"Ignorance of the law is no excuse." Should. this be

the positdon in Kenya?

JUSTIFICATION FOR THE STUDY

Law and Society are two sides of the same coin. We

cannot have a society'without law and on the other hand, we

cannot have law unl~ss there is a societY1 its size

notwithstanding • Therefore, law is very important in any

.!5ociety.Unless the political, socio-economic, cultural

and the religious aspects of the society are governed by

law there are bound to be chaos in the society. It is

therefore imperative that every member of society who is
to be affected by ~ particular law knows what that law is.

Hence one of the aims of this dissertation is to find out

whether everybody in Kenya knows what the law is .since

Kenya is not an exception to the general rule that every

society must be governed by law.

It would be shameful and an unforgivable lie to argue

that nothing has been written on the subject. Much has

been written by very authoritative members of the bench,

legal practitioners and scholars alike. nut most of their

works were written several years ago. This is not to say

that their works are outdated. As expected, these authors

.... /2
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wrote their works at a time when legal studies were not as
developed as today and when not many people were as educated

as there are today. Each of these authors had therefore his

own speculations the most significant being that with time

more people were going to learn the law and ignorance of

the law was not to remain a big problem for so long. It

is therefore my duty to find out the changes that have

, taken place since these works were written and show whether

thei~ speculations were well founded.

Everything possible should be done to ensure that

everybody knows the law he is expected to comply with.

Accidental compliance with the law should not be the order
"-of the day. Different people have different conceptions

of what law is and some people commit crime thinking that

they are doing what is right in the eyes of the law. Law

is not inbuilt in every human being. Every citizen has got

his own conception of what law is depending on the way he

has been brought up and due to his cultural and religious
convictionso To a Muslim, for instance, one who does not

accept the conVersion into Islam deserves to be killed.

A christian, on the other hand, believes that one has a

right to choose whether to be a christian or not. Likewise,

in the ey~ of the law of this land everyone has a choice of

deciding whether or not he should be a member,of one religion

or not and killing a person for refusing to be a Huslim is

tantamount to murder and is punishable by death. To exemplify

I-r..
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the point further, to a maasai, killing a fierce animal like

a lion is heroism and is rewardable by treating such a person

with much respect and dignity. :But in the eyes of law this is

illegal and is punishable.

Many more excu"plm.can be cit ed , This being the case,

I feel obliged to look for a formula of determining when one

should be pun'S.hed for contravening a law without having

known that he was doing so.

The most important justification of this study, in my
own view~ is to enravel the rationale of this principle of

~ .law especially in criminal law. One would. argue ~hat th1s

is not an important diagnosis at this stage of development
of the law~since if the principle were not an important

tool of enforcing law and order, with a substantial amount

of justice~ then it could have been thrown into the dustbins
of history. But it is also worth noting that some important

principles of law wear out in importance while others which

have never been important at all ~ave ~emained in the st~tutes

and also in law reports without anyone questioning their

rationale. It is therefore my endeavour to question the

rationale of the principle putting all important factors

into consideration.

Closely related to the above, I wo~nder whether a

doctrine propounded by Western scholars to properly and
appropriately meet the needs of the westerners who have

,
a background different from ours and are at a higher

•.•••• /4:



stage of development in the legal field would hnve the same

blessings in Kenya which has a different cul~ural baGkground
and is at a lower stage of development in legal circles. As

Horsfall J. Said,

'''itw ouLd be wrong to apply principles of equity

which were devised to suit christian society in

England during the last century in order to

import a presumption. whereby to gauge the

intention of a Muslim husband and,wife living

in p~esent day Zanzibar whose social and cultural

background is very different from that of
. 1Victorian England."

The same is also true with regard to criminal law.
<,

This is not to say that all principles of law based

on English cultural background should not find any place

in our law. Each case should be decided on its own merits
and hence the need to diagnos the rationale of applying

this doctrine (whose cultural background ~s Roman) in

Kenya.

"Ignorantia Juris non excusat" can best be applicatiLe

only where everybody knows all the law. But as is expected

no one knows all the law. This was best explained by Abbott

C.J. 2in Montriou V. Jefferys when he said that

"God forbid that it should be imagined that an

attorney, or a counselor even a judge, is bound

to know all the law i.e. to make him liable in

.... /5
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Since an attorney is trained as a lawyer and knows.a

substantial amount of law and is able to know the law with ease

whenever he needs it~ then this statement should protect a layman

even the more bearing in mind that to a layman the law is what a

laWyer says it is. But this is far from the truth since it was

pronounced twenty one years later by a court in the same (English)

jurisdiction still highly authoritative that:

"Everybody is presumed to know the law except His

Majesty's judges, who have a court of Appeal set

over them to put them right.,,3

While it may be argued, and correctly so, that this

position enhances the independence of, and the non-

intereference with the judiciary, an accused would feel

that the law is very harsh to him if it accepts on one hand

(as it does) that an attorney or a judge cannot be expected

to know all the law whereas he, without much legal

knowledge, is expected to know all the law lest he falls

under the condemnation of the sarn'e law if he trespasses

it. I therefore find it rewarding to find out why this

should'be the case.

Having read some recommendations which have.been made

in the past and having observed their implementation I have

noted that the doctrine is still harsh to those who appear

before the machinery of the law e.g. Professor Hutungi

suggests in his article that:

00."./6
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" () . Kenya's immumerable chiefs, sub-chiefs etc

could play an invaluable role in informing their

residents of the new laws and the desired actions
4expected of the citizenry."

This has been attempted in certain cases but without

improving the situation since most of these officers are

not well versed with the law. Due to this reason, without

denying my precursors in this field the credit they deserve,

I wish to plug the loopholes they left in their researches.

This is not to say that I will have given perfect recommendations.

But my major task will be to show whether the law

should be otherwise or whether it should remain as it is

today with or without any modifications.

WORKING HYPOTHESES:

Any researcher normally has a tentative condusion(s)

otherwise he w ouLd lose the sense, of direction'. The

conclusion(s) may be proved in the affirmative or in

the negative. I am not an exception. I will be working

Qn certain assumptions and with certain tentative

conclusions and the epilogue of my dissertation will

either confirm these conclusions or declare them negatory.

In the first place, I am working on the hypothesis

that the law as it stands today is harsh and causes a lot

of injustice to those who fall prey of the same.

rn,l)\'l ""1 Y cr NAlROBiLi L 'CJ. V , •

• • •• /7 L. -~ ARY
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Secondly, I contend that many people commit crimes

without necessarily having a crimjnal mind.

My third hypothesis is that not all the accused

(or even the subjects of the law) have the knowledge

of what the law is though every subject of the law

is presumed to know the law.

It is also my contention that adhering to the

doctrine of "igneratia juris" strictly would not

educate the public on what the law is.

I am also of the opinion that it is not very

difficult to prove when one's ignorance of the law

is justifiable and therefore those whose ignorance is

justifiable should be acquitted.

My sixth hypothesis is that adhering to the

maxim rigidly cannot help to make the law objective

since the law, in my own view, is not objective.

My final hypothesis is that the opinion of quite

a number of scholars that the maxim exists and rests

upon public policy alon~ is not well founded and

therefore the law is not appropriate for Kenya •

. . . . . . /8
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I intend to condense my wide research into five

chapters. The first chapter will entail introduction

of the dissertation which will include the definition

of the maxim, its origin and historical background,

the exceptions to the general rule, the adoption of the

doctrine in Kenya and finally its application in other

jurisdictions.

The second chapter will dig into the legal archives

to look for the justifications advanced by a number of

scholars and practitioners of law as to the rationale

of the doctrine.

The third chapter will be a detailed account of the

reasons advanced against the application of the principles

by different lawyers.

In chapter four, I shall analyse the merits nnd

demerits of applying the doctrine in Kenya and give

my own stand as to whether I consider it appropriate

to r~tain it in our ~c~~l co~e or not.

The last chapter will deal with the findings of

the research in order to show whether the tentative
Jconclusions have been proved in the affirmative or in the

negative. Recommendations will also be given as to how

the position of the law should be improved if need be.
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!-1ETHODOLOGY

In this research work I am privileged not to have

been the first person to carry out a research in the

same field. The researches carried out by previous

researchers in the same field will therefore be very

helpful to me.

I have also had to apply the knowledge I gained

over my clinical programme where I ",'asattached to

the Principal !-1agistrate's court at Ne kuru , :t-Iy

experience in court procedures and its working

serves as a good source of information besides the

research I carried out in the archives therein.

But primarily, the Nairobi University Library

where works of such important scholars as C.K. Allen5

and law reports are shelved for students' use has

been very helpful to me in my research.

LITERATURE REVIEW

While I admit that it was not very difficult to

get a lot of material on this topic, I must also

admit the fact that the few literature I got was

very resourceful to me.

. . ... /9
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I have gone through the wor-ks of Prof'essor Mu t ung i,

in his articJe on "communication of' the law.,,5 I wou;t.dn't

be justified to say that his research was not ellaborate.

But this is not to say that I only have the views he has

and no more. I have supplemented his works and, where

necessary, demystified any incongruences occasioned by

his research.

I have also gone through the works of Glanville

Williams,? Okonkwo,8 Smith and Hogan,9 Keedy10 just

to mention a few and I would humbly submit that none

of these works in soli tude can be said to be handL:"ing

the subject exhaustively.

I have therefore consolidated the ideas of each

of these authors and others' ,cleared any heresies

therein and replaced them with the correct ideas and

besides. aired my o~~ views •

.•.•../11
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

MEANING OF THE PRINCIPLE

5.7 of the Kenyan penal code (cap 63 of the laws of

Kenya) provides that:

"Ignorance of the law does not afford any excuse for
f\

any act or omission which would otherwise constitute

an offence unless knowledge of the law by the offender

is expressly declared to be an element of the offence"

This is the incorporation of the English doctrine

i'ignoranceof the law is no excuse" put in the Latin maxim,

"ignorantia Juris non excusat"

What this doctrine means is that one cannot plead
one's ignorance of the law as a defence in a criminal

charge hence using it as an exculpatory claim to be

excused for the commission of the crime in question.

Keedy E.R~ says that un~er what has been termed

"ignorance of law" may be grouped two situations:

(a) When a man does an act without giving any

attention to the law as such, in wha~ may be

termed unconciousness that the law governs such

a case.
1

. ~l} \"4 IJ,"
(b).\V'henone considers the law but believes that it~ .

•••••./12
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This is to distinguish it with mistake of Inw which means

that a person does an act under a misconception of the

legal effect of certain facts, i.e he gets a wrong view

of a situation as a result of the improper application

of law to facts. An example of "ignorance of law" is

whe re one has never heard or known ancI has never had
r>

access to the means of knowing that it is a criminal offence

to be found in possession of stolen goods (S.322 of the

pena I code). An example of "mistake of law" is where one

knows that marrying a second wife constitutes the offence

of bigamy but marries a second wife believing that he has

already divorced the first wife.

Keedy says that in ignorance of the law a man does

an act in ignorance that the law makes such act criminal.

The misconception is due to lack of knowledge, and may

be termed ignorance of law e.g. when a man already

married marries again in ignorance that a second

marriage is unlawful.?

The distin~ion between ignorance of law and

mistake of law is based upon the ground that ignorance

of law does not negative the criminal mind, whereas

mistake of law does. But the study of mistake of law

is beyond the scope of this dissertation. The author

endeavours to confine himself to the issue of "ignorance

of Law " unless it is inevitable to do otherwise e.go as
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he has done there in order to bring out a clear picture

of what ignorance of the 'InviiE £:11d.v.hllt it is not

THE ORIGIN ANn HISTORICAL DEVELOp:r-m~TOF THE DOCTRINE

i~:"\'"
Blackstone says that "ignoratia6quod quisquc tenetur

seire,neminen edfcusat" (as the maxim is sometimes called)

is as well the maxim of our own law (English) as it wa s of

the Roman - For a mistake in point of law, which every

person of discretion not only may, but is bound and

presumed to know, is in criminal cases no sort of
8defence.

It is universally accepted that the doctrine is of

Roman origin9 and the author could not trace any evidence

to controvert this universal :.rthodoxy. Initially it
was applied solely to civil actions and had no application

I
,10in the aw of crlmes.

..
In Keedy's article, he says that in the Englis~

law the earliest case found, in which the doctrine of

'ignoratia" is considered wa s decided in 1231, Hilary

Term, 1231.11. In this case Robert "'Taggehastr. / wa s

summoned to answer one Wakelinus for breach of a fine

committed by entering upon the land in question, which

was in the possession of the mother of Wakelinus •

. . . . . ./1 '5
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Robert pleaded as a defence that he entered upon the land

under the belief that the estate belonged to him, which

belief, was founded upon the advice of counsel. The

court held that this was no defence, and ordered'Robert

to be imprisoned for breach ~f'the fine.

About 3 c~turies later, in 1505, another case

of trespass was decided. This was the Case generally
, 12 thOreferred to as Vernon's case. In 1S case the defendants,

as they were charged and they admitted, carried off the

plaintiff's wife. They justified themselves on the

ground that they were accompanying the woman to

westminister to sue for a divorce to ease her conscience.

Objection was made to the plea on the ground that

westminister was not the proper place to take the woman

for a divorce. Though it was said that the plea was

good since "perhaps they did not have knowledge of the

law as to where the divorce should be sued" it was

nevertheless not an excuse to the commission of the

offence of trespasS'

~ Keedy quotes "The Doctor and student Dialogtles"
which stated the following rule13,

~"ignorance of the law though it be invisible doth

not excuse as to the law for every man is bound at

peril to take knowledge what the law of the realm

is, as well 'as the law made by statute as the

Common law".
U.•.4 ' ••••• " I'r IRocr

L.l:H ,\RY
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This principle was so much respected by common law

courts that no member of the Bench found it worthy to depart

from it. Instead, they pronounced it even more authoritatively.

In Brett V. Rigden14Manwood J. could not see the rationale in

stating the law otherwise. He therefore said:

"it is to be presumed that no subject of this realm

is mi.scogni'a'e nt. of the Law whereby he is governed.

Ignorance of the law excuses no man".

In the case of King V. Lord Vaux15an indictment

was brought against the accused for refusing to take the

oath of allegiance. The accused desired to have counsel
speak for him "he being ignorant of the pr-oceedi.ngs of
the laws of this land" 0 The Atto:rn~~General, Hubbert,
said that:

"there was no need of counsel to be assigned to him

in this case, for though he do pretend ignorance in

himself in the laws of the land (of which no subject

of the land ought to be ignorant), for that his

ignorance of the law will not excuse him, if so be

that he do offend against the law".

The court upheld this view.

Though the principle was initially applied solely

to civil actions and had no application in the ~aw of

crimes it later found its way into the criminal
16jurisprudence. In Hilary Term the court held that

ignorance of the law was not a defence in criminal cases' •

. • • •/17



17Blackstone says that "ignorance of Law is in criminal cases
"no sort of defence.

This doctrine was adhered to quite strictly. It mattered

not why the accused had been ignorant of the law. Once he

pleaded ignorance of the law the court would not ~o behind

his ignorance and consider the circumstances occasioningr:
f 'I 18 h dthe ignorance. In the case 0 R.V. Bal ey t e accuse. was

indicted for maliciously shooting another. The offence was

within a few weeks after the statute that made that act an

offenc~ had been passed. This was before notice of the statute

could have reached the place where the offence was committed -
in the sea~ There was enough evidence that notice of this

new statute had not reached the accused and that he could not

have known the new law before he was back at the coast. But

nevertheless, it was held that he was guilty since the law

had already been published. The best that the court could

have done to him was to mitigate the punishment and the literal

rule of the construction of the doctrine could have led to no

acquit\:C\\of the accused. This was a situation of total want

of knowledge in reference to the subject matter. But be

that as it may that is the law and no judge would be

expected to fall short of giving it the effect it deserves

without causing injustice in the eyes of the law and also

without rendehng the wo rk of his precursors who propounded

the doctrine futile.

• DO •• /18
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EXCEPTIONS TO THE GENERAL RULE

In the course of the development of the doctrine,

number of classes of people were excused due to their

ignorance of the law both under Roman and common laws.

Under the Roman. law the rule did not apply to certain
r

classes of individuals because it was considered that these

individuals, by reason of their stattis or condition, would

not have a knowledge of the law. Those exempted were persons

of upto 25 years of age, women, soldiers and peasants and

other persons of small intelligence.19

At common law an exception to the application of the
20doctrine was introduced~ Keedy says that:

"when a specific criminal intent, as distinguished

from the criminal mind, is a requisite element of
the offence, and such intent is negatived by ignorance-
or mistake it is held that the accused shall not be

convicted, notwithstanding tbe maxim e.g. if A t~inking

he have tittle to the horse of B seiseth it as his

own this makes it no felony but a trespass because there

is a pretence of title".

Another exception to the application of the doctrine

is where it is not possible at all to know the law. But

this does not mean me~ as for example where

one lives in a very remote area. This is due to the

fact that the law has not been published.
ik 21 h ' •Al. V.R•• Evers ed L., in his w i sdom of constru"t\'j_ the

In Lim Chin-.-

••••/ 1'9



law, held that:

"the principle cannot apply i1 there is no provision

for the publication 01 a certain type 01 law or

reg~lation~ nor any other provision designed to

enable a man by appropriate enquiry to 1ind out

what the law is"

The rationale for this exception is that one cannot

know what the law is,before the law is mature and a law

matures only after it has been published. Before then

it is not law and even when it becomes law, it cannot

be applied retrospectively. A strong case would be where

an individual takes the trouble to ascertain the law on a

certain point, forms the correct view of the law and then

acts in reliance on it. If he is then prosecuted and the

courts depart from the previous law in convicting him,

strong fe~lings 01 injustice would be aroused. Whenever

there is reliance on a view of the law which is correct

at the time 01 acting, sound reasons exist for allowing

a complete defence to liability. How the accused formed

his correct view of the law should be irrelevant •. This is.-
hardly a case 01 mistake or ignorance on the accused's

part: it is really a mistake of law by the court and

surely no individual should be convicted lor that.22

This is 'a case in which the court changes the law and

the principle of "nulla poena sine Lege" demands that
no one should be convicted for an of1ence which he

committed before it was declared an olfence.
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At common law the principle does not apply to the

prejudice of the court. It only applies to the parties

before the court. If the court reaches a wrong decision

due to ignorance of the law this is excusable. It is said

that judges and magistrates should be excused for their

ignorance of the law so that they can d i scha r g e their

duties freely and independently without fear~ in conformity

with the doctrine of the independence of the judiciary.

THE ADOPTION OF THE DOCTRINE IN KENYA

The first statute that gave the English laws "validity"

in Kenya was passed long before Kenya became a protectorate.

This was meant to apply to all the English torritories in

Africa, future and those that were already in existence.

This was 'the Gold Coast Ordin~nce of 187623which stated

that:

"the substantive English law to be applied in African

t~ritories was the common law, the doctrines of

equity and the statutes of general application in

force on the relevant da te of re cept .i.o n 11

This ordinance was authoritative enough in as far

as the application of English law in all the English

territories was concerned not ~i thstanding the various

local variations in circumstances. The English doctrine

of "ignorance of the law is no excuse" was therefore to be

applied in all the English territories since it is part

of common law.

• •.• /2 1
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In 1897, the East Africa order-in-council was passed.

This stated that:

"Her }1ajesty's criminal jurisdiction in the protectorate

shall so far as the circumstances admit, be exercised

on the principles of and in conformity with the

enactments of the governor of India and where inapplicable
r:

shall be exercised in accordance with common law, the

doctrines of equity and the statutes of general

application in force in England on 12th August 1897".

In 1902 the application of the Indian Penal code in

East Africa was expressly and specifically provided for in

the 1902 East Africa order-in-council which stated that:

"such criminal jurisdiction shall so far as the
•circumstances admit be exercised in conformity

24with the Indian Pena 1 Code" •

It would appear that the colonial government, by ~eing

more specific on the law to be applied in her East African

tgxritories, wanted to leave no doubt as to the application

of the Indian penal code'in East Africa.

The,Indian penal Code was introduced becaus~ of three

reasons:

.1. it was codified and could therefore be more easily

applied by lay magistrates and most magistrates in

Kenya were lay.
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2. it was thought that Indian criminal law was better

suited to the Africans because it contained some

offences that were recognized under Afric~customary

law but which were lacking in English law such as

adultery, enticement and insult.

l3. it was argued that since the Indian criminal law,

which had in f act 1)(>en.1 co Li r icat f.o n of =!l.:;li_s~l

Law with minor modifications, had succeeded in India,

it would be equally successful in East Africa.

The white settlers were opposed to the Indian penal

code claiming that common law was their birth-right

regardless of where they were. The colonial administration

acceded to this demand. A new code based on the Nigerian

penal Code was enacted. This had been based on the

Queensland code of 1899 the latter having been based on

the provisions of an 1880 English bill whose aim was to

codify the common law crimes. This was passed in 1929

and came to effect on 1st August 1930.

The panal code we have today, save some minor

changes, is basically the 1929 enactment that conmenced

on 1st August, 1930 and it is its section" which gives

expression to the maxim under consideration in this

dissertation.
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Among the earliest cases ln Kenya was the case of Rex V •
. i-L ' d 5~ th 25Karoga wa Kl '-'r'tth~H an :> o' ers ,

there had been much sickness and death in Kikuyu land and that

JIere, it was rpported that

as a consequence~ the Kikuyu suspected two men of witchcraft.

Pursuant to Kikuyu customary norms, the "kiama" (Native Council

of Elders) undertook
1\

offence according to

to try the issue of witchcraft, a capital

the kikuyu customary law. Unaware that

the colonial Government had withdrawn from its jurisdiction

the power to try capital offences, the "Kiama" proceeded and

carried out the death sentence by burning. The entire council,

who thought they were acting to preserve their people in the

face of destructive supernatural powers and doing a meritorious

act, were found guilty of culpable homicide. They w er-e

convicted. This is a clear indication that the colonial courts

in Kenya adhered strictly to the principle of "ignorantia, juri.s

non excusat r' , Here is a case where the accused were ignorant

of the law but nevertheless they were not acquitted on that

ground.

The same principle was followed in the similar case of
26Kasa~ wa Muiga and others V Rex. In this case all the eight

members of the kikuyu "Kiama" were sentenced to death 10r the

murder ~1 one KachQu, whom the council had sentenced to death

for alleged witchcraft practices, in ignorance of the fact

that the "Kdarna " had been deprived of all jurisdiction except

the most petty criminal matters by the rules issued by the

Governor on 4th April, 1911, under S.10 of the courts

•.•.• /24
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ordinance, 1907. In their defence, the eight accused claimed

immunity on the ground that they were obeying the orders of the

Native Council in the ir exerc ise of "pOlvers whi.ch they, the
.jI

"Kiama", had from the beginning of things. "They contended that

the council was exercising its original powers of life and death

appertaining to it by native custom. It was held that even if

it were assured tha~ the council has duly authorized and sat

judicially ","henit dec ide d on the death of Kac~~U it cou ld
)

not be said to have in good faith believed that they had

such jurisdiction.

This judgement presumed that the "Kiama" kn~w their

jurisdiction as per the Governor's Rules of 4th April, 19110

And that is exactly "That the "Kiama had never heard of.

Indeed, such conclusion is ine~i table from both the facts

of the case and the defence raised. The "Kiama" never claimed

jurisdiction or immunity by virtue of the Governor's Rule,

but based their claim on jurisdiction and powers appertaining

to the council by virtue of native custom from the beginning
of things. But, of course, their argument. was based on ignorance
of the law. They were presumed to know of the rul~s and,

therefore, their jurisdiction and powers, irrespective of

whether they ·actually knew of their powers or not.

Even after independence the position in Kenya and in

East Africa has not changed. The leading case to illustrate
hi . t . h 27th, .tt as porn 15 }fusa and ot ers V.R. In 1S case 1 was

said "inter alia":
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" ••••••• what the appellants were mistaken about was

law and not fact. That is, they did not know that the

consequences of their action (murder). And a~mistake

as to what the law is cannot entitle a person to claim

t e benefit of mistake of fact and thereby abso~~

himself from responsibility for a criminal act merely
'--.J

because he th~ght tha t in law it.wa s not a criminal

In effect, what

the appellants' defence amounted to was confession of

their ignorance of the law. And this is no defence".

THE APPLICATION OF THE DOCTRINE IN OTHER JURISDICTIOKS:

This doctrine is applied in most commonwealt.h countries

as rigidly as it is in England. For example, a number of

African commonwealth countries have their penal codes

codifying the doctrine in the same way it is worded in

5.7 of the Kenyan Penal Code. 5.8 of the Tanzanian Penal

Code, for instance, provides that:

"ignorance of the law does not afford any excuse

for any act or omission which wouLd otherwise
«constitute an offence unless knowledle of the

law by the offender is expressly declared to be an
. . 28

act of the offenc e"

The same wordings are found in 5.7 of the Malawi

Penal Code29and also 5.7 of the Penal Code of Zambia.30
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In the Nigerian case of Ogbu v.n?lan accused said at his

trial that he did not know that it was contrary to law to pay

a bribe in order to induce the other accused to appoint him

as village headman and therefore tax-collector (the menial

element of the offence being that he should have paid the

bribe"corruptlyll).\JOn appeal by the other accused, although

the Federal supreme court had no power to convict the first

accused, it was remarked ("Obiter"):

" ••••• we are not at present satisfied that the learned

judge was right in law in acquitting Utachia Okobi on

those findings, and that if the matter ever fell to

be decided by .this court we should require congent

arguments to convince that on a charge involving

doing some act "corruptly", ignorance of the Law

is a defence to 0. .person who had an intent of a

kind wh i ch the law regards as corrupt".

But the common law rule is nof universally followed

and the arguments by which it is supported have not been

very convincing to those in other systems.

IGNORANCE OF THE LAW IN SOUTH AFRICA

The pos~tion in South Africa is slightly different

from the EngIsih one. In S.V. De BIo""32i t was sa id that:
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"the fact is that there is not and never hns been a

presumption that everyone knows the low. There is

a rule that ignorance of the law does not excuse, a

maxim of very different scope and application, ••••••

if the accused wishes to rely on a defence that she

did not know that her act was unlawful, her defence

can succeecrif it can be inferred from the evidence

as a whole that there is a reasonable possibility

that she did not know that her act was unlawful".

law can exCuse an accused provided he satisfies the court

Unlike at common law, in South Africa ignorance of the

that he did not know that his act was unlawful.

THE SCAKDINAVIAN POSITION:

smith and Hogan while discussing the doctrine of

"ignorantia juris non excusa t" and its appl ication in
different jurisdictions have venture.(into the application

of the principle in the Scandinavian countries. They

have the following to say on the subject:

"in Scandinavian criminal law, ignorance of the law is,

in varying degrees a defence. Thus, in Norway, a man

will not be excused for ignorance of the general rules

of society which apply to everybody or the special rules

governing the business or activity in which the individual

••••••• / r;j3
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" is engaged. But a fisherman need not study the legislation

on industry; a servant may be excused for "bona fide" and

reasonable obediance to illegal orders of his master; or

a stranger for breaking a rule which he could not be

expected to know about; or liability may be negatived

because the legislation is very new, or its interpretation
doubtful••,03

The Scandinavian position therefore relates guilt to moral

culpability in a way in which the English law does not.

In Austria S. 9 (i) of the 1974 Austrian Penal code

provides that:

" A person who because of a legal error does not realise

the wrongfullness of his act, does not act culpably

provided that he is not consurable for his error.,,34

The legal error is Co~surable especially where the

wrongfullness was easily perceivab~e by every man. Thus,

the test of a reasonable man is used.

In Venezuela the Penal Code provides for mitigation

on ground of ignorance of law. Article 25 reads:

"The judge may mitigate the punishment, and even exempt

from it, if it be proven that the actor acted believing
. . . ,,351n the lawfulness of his act or om1SS10n •



Asian countries such as Korea, China and Japan are

not left behind. For example Art. 21 (ii) 01 the

Japanese criminal code of 1972 provides that a person

who commits a crime "ithout kno"ing that his conduct

is not permitted by law shall not be punishable if

his understandin[ is based on reasonable grounds.36
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CHAPTER T~vO:

THE CASE Fon THE MAXIM:

Various scholars have advanced their reasons for

defending the maxim "ignora tia juris non excusa t".r-
of these scholars such as Holmes~ Austin and Granville

Some

tlilliamsare highly respected jurisprudes who v ent ur-ea into

almost all the spheres of legal thought, propounding their

arguments as to why the law should be what it is in some

Lns t ances.and why it ought not to be in others. The author

therefore wishes to point out some of.their arguments in

favour of the application of the maxim.

The first rationale of the maxim is that in spite

of the accused's ignorance of the law more often than not

he has a ui LY--IDind. Hall, in support of the maxim, said

that the penal law is asserted to be no more than a compilation

of the prevailing morality of the ~t 1communI. y.

This thesis is also subscribed to by~Seidman when he

says that:

"if laws represent no more than the norms generated

by society itself, every properly ·socialized
individual will know the law. The criminal law

particularly is said merely to codify an objective
2ethic, the established judgements of the community."
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On this thesis, when the accused starts doing the act or

ommitting to do what he ought to do, he is awarr in his mind

that his act or omrnission is \,lnacceptaule to his community.

For example, when a person breaks into another's house with

an intention to steal therefrom and in fact do~s so, he

need not have seen the penal code to know that he is

commi tting a cr:pne.. Even if he may not be aware t, h a t

action consti tutes the offence called. "Ho u s eb r-eak i.ng "

his

in

laws nevertheless he is aware that his conduct is not in

line with the norms of his society and most offences are

based on the m6rality of the large community known as the

state.

The above two scholars therefore maintained that since

law represents the norms~ ethos and ethics of the society

which are so common that everybody must be presumed to

know then a plea of ignorance as a defence would amount

to an admission that the accused was. im o r-op er-Ly s o.ci.aLd s ed

into the community ethics and to excuse such an accused

persoh would be to encourage peopie to be improperly

socialised into the communi t y ,

The second justification for the rule is that the

law presumes everybody to know it. Once a prescribed,

procedure to inform the publi~ of the commencement of

a new law has been complied with,that serves as a notice

to all. In Kenya specifically, 5.9 of Interpretation and

General Provisions Act (cap. 2 of the laws of Kenya) suggests

•••••.• /34
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that once the law has been published in the Kenya "Gazatte"

that serves as a notice to a L'l ,

There is an obligation on the law-maker to ensure that

the law is actually known by all the subjects. The government

does this by "gazetting" the new law and from that time it
('

presumes everybody to know the law because it is now at their

disposal. The presumption of knowledge of the law was

discussed in the case of Rex V. Ross33where it was observed

"Obiter" that:

" amongst other things, before a public Act can

receive the Royal assent and become law it must first,

in the form of a bill, be presented to and deliberated

upon and conveyed or passed, through its different stages

at different times and on different days, by the action

of the members of the Legislative Assembly in concourse

duly assembled in the proper place dLsignated for that

purpose, at which the public, including representatives

of the press, are generally permitted to be present.

Therefore the proceedings necessary to enact and bring

into force an Act or law ~inding upon the public give

to it a certain measure of publicity, and it is not

difficult to understand why it is a general rule

of law that one cannot successfully plead ignorance

of such an Act or law"
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BI~ckstone, ln support of the maxim, advanced the

justification of the same on the ground that everyone is

presumed to know the law. His reasoning was that people

are presumed to know the law even before it is formally

promulgated because they are present by their representation

(i.e. by their members of parliament) at the passing of the
( 4

Acts and "m~st therefore be taken to know the new Act.

The same reasoning was echoed in the case of

Regina V. Bishop of Chichester5where it was said that

everyone is bound to know what is done in parliament even

though it has not been proclaimed publicly for parliament

represents the body of the realm.

'In essence, what this means is that everybody cannot

go to parliament to represent his interests c> Some fe'"

people have to go on behalf of all the others. Once they

make the laws, they therefore have an obligation to ensure

.that everybody, that"is,the people they ~epresent in ~aking

those laws, are aware of the laws they make. Parliament -has

in turn delegated this duty of notifying everybody what the

law is to the executive arm of the government wl1ich is
\ ~'lf..

in with the law of
"agency. The constituents employ their parliamentarians as

This isanswerable to parliament.

their agents and whatever they do in conformity to the

agency relationship, they must give their principal (the

constituents) the feedback of the same. Therefore, the

(' ~-- , ,
Ll ..L _I •..Y
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law presumes the subjects as principal to know all the laws

that parliament makes. In case the subjects are ignorant

of the law then they onl~ have an action against their

agents (i.e. parliament) but they cannot plead ignorance

of the law as an excuse for not observing the law.

The third justification that has been given for the

use of the maxim is that the maxim compels people to know

what the law is. This is slightly connected to the second

rationale (supra). If the law were otherwise people would

not feel so obliged to know the law since they would always

have an excuse when they appear in court to answer certain

charges. Holmes argued out this point by saying that:

"••••• the true explanation of the rule is the same as

that which accounts for the law's indifference to a man's

particular temperament, faculties, and so forth. Public

policy sacrifices the individual to the general good.

It is desirabl, to put an end to robbery and mufder. It

is no doubt that there are many cases in wh1ch the

criminal could not have known that he was breaking

the law, but to admit the excuse. at all would be to

encourage ignorance where the law-maker has determined

to make men know and obey, and justice to individuals

is rightly outweighed by the larger interests on the

other side of the scale".6
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What Holmes was s~ying is that the ~ule fails to consider

why the accused has failed to know the law because suppressing

crime is of more significance than doing justice by

punishing only those who commit crimes deliberately. In

other words, punishing only those who break the law after
0-

having known what the law is to encourage ignorance of
'"the law, a posttG-e which is indefensible. People should

have fears that should they commit crimes they would be

punished and therefore this would compel them to ask

themselves whether what they are about to do is authorised

by law or not.' Should they have doubts concerning-the

legality bf what they are about to do then they would

abandon it first and find out whether it is lawful or not.

Blackstone' was even more explicit that everybody should

be expe~ted to know what the law is whether he has access to

it or not. He argued that the utter impossibility of

notifying everyone is the best teason why ignorance of the

law does not excuse and that everyone concerned must know

the law at his peril. He concluded by saying that no

specific notice of the passing of an Act of the legislature

is required so long as there is legal notice to every

individual in the nation.7

In similar vein Granville Williams said that the rule

has the effect of compelling people to learn the standard

of conduct expe-eted of them.The rule is a usef u I'I. w eapon

where the legislature intends to change the social norms.8
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Seidman shared the same views by saying that citizens

retain the burden of .learning the law, while the state has

the responsibility to make the law available to them.9

The fourth rationale of the maxim is that whereas

it is true tha t some people are ignorant of the Law it

would be very d¥ficul t to know "Then one's ignorance is

totally inevitable or when one has contributed to one's

ignorance. It is with this in mind that a ~igerian

jurist, Okonkwo C.O., said that it is everyone's business

to find out what the law is, and that if there was -no

such rulel every accused could claim that he did not know

what the law was, and the prosecution would have to bear

the impossible tasl\:0 f having to prove tha t he did know it. 10

Austin, a lawyer of no small repute, also did not

spare his ink after considering this matter. He said that:

" ...... whether th~ accused wa s really ignorant of the

law and was so ignorant of the law -that h~ had no

surmise of its provisio~, could scarcely be determined

by any evidence accessible to others •••••• even if this

was determinable, it would be impossible to determine

whether the defendant had been ne~igent in failing to

acquire the legal know Le dge since it wou Ld be incum.tXtt~t

upon the tribunal to look at his previous history and

to search his whole life for the elements of ~ just
, 11solution."
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Another school of thought has it that if such a plea were

acceptable it would be impossible to check crimco In other

words, that if the law were otherwise most accused people

would escape convic tion even aft e r having commi tt e d crime s

because it would be difficult to know when one is saying the

truth when one raises the defence. Ilence Austin said that:

" the only sufficient justification for the rule is

that if ignorance of law were admitted as a ground of

exemption the court would be involved in questions

which it were scarcely possible to solve, and which

would render the administration of justice next to

impracticable.,,12

The sixth rationale of the doctrine that scholars have

advanced is that the failure to allow the defence educates the

public on what the law is. Essentially, what this means is

that once a person has been convicted for committing an offence

then this conviction would be given some publicity and people

would .learn that behaving in a similar manner constit~tes a

criminal offence. ~ranville Williams, in support of this

"school of thought said that the rul e is I\.us e ful w ea p on where

the legislature intends to change the social norms, for the

most effettive way of bringing the new rule to the public

notice is by convictions reported in the press.13
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smith and Hogan opined that the doctrine is rationally

applied for its application helps to make the La i•••objective.

Their argument was that if the plea of ignorance of the la~

were valid, the consequence would be that whenever an accused

in a criminal trial thought that the law was thus and so, he

is to be treated as though the law were thus and so, that is,
r: 14the law actually is thus and so. \\'hat they meant is that if

an accused wh9 is charged with handling stolen goods contrary

to s.322 of the penal code, for instance, alleges that he

thought that it is not a crime to handle stolen goods then

that court assumes that it is not a crime to handle stolen

goods and therefore acquits the accused. The law would

therefore be very subjective. Hence Smith and Hogan

strongly felt that:

"The law represents an objective code of ethics ,.•.hich

must pV'tvail ov.er individual convictions and thus,

while a person who acts in accordance with his honest

convictions is certainly no± as culpable as one who

commits a harm knowing it is wrong, it is also true
\\.

that conscience sometimes leads one astray. Mens
I) -rea underlines the essentail difference. Penal

liability based on it implies the objective

lV"rong.f..nessof the harm prescribed regardless of

motive or conviction. This may fall short of

justice but the ethics of a legal order must be

objective.,,15
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The two scholars were therefore of tho view that it

matters n6t that the accused had a good motive when committing

thr crime he is charged with so long as the law is objective

and neither does it matter that the law is not perfectly

"just".

('

The last rationale that scholars have come up with is a

summary of most of the reasons given above. This is public

policy. Austin says that it is a common statement that the

rule concerning ignorance of law exists apart from the general

principles of criminal jurisprudence and must rest upon policy
16alone.

Public policy is defined as that principle of the

law which holds that no subject can lawfully do that which

has a tendency to be injurious to the public, or against

the publi~ good, which may be termed the policy of the law, or

public policy in relation to the administration of the law.1?

Precisely, public policy means publit"interest. jurists

have argued that if the law were otherwise, then the public

at large would face a lot of hardships since the administration

of justice would almost be impossible. This point was explained

quite clearly by Kerans D.C.J. in the case of Regina V. Campbell

and N1Y!1archuk. He said that:
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"••••.• the section r emo v i.n g ignorance of the law as a

defence in criminal matters, is not a mntter of justice,

but a matter of policy. it is not a defence,

I think, because the first requirement of any system

of justice, is that it works efficiently and effectively.

If the state of understanding of the law of an accused

person is 'ever to be relevant in criminal proceedings,

we would have an absurd proceeding. The issue in a

criminal trial would then not be what the accused did,

but whether or not the accused had a sufficiently

sophisticated understanding of the law to appreciate

that what he did offended against the law. The~e

would be a premium, therefore, placed upon ignorance

of the law our courts, following the traditions

of English jurisprudence, have closed that avenue from

consideration in the criminal court-room •••• The defence

should not be allowed as a matter of public policy. This

is the case notwithstanding the sympathy evoked by the

situation of an accused person •••.•• IThe principle that

ignorance of the law should not be a defence in "criminal

matters is not justified because it is fair~ it is

justified because it is necessary, even though it will

sometimes produce an anomalous result. ,,18 y

Having looked at the various justifications given by

scholars for the application of this doctrine, I shall, in

the next chapter, endeavour to give the various reasons

propounded by various scholars who are of the contrary view

i.e. that the maxim should not be applied •

• • • • • •/4.3
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CHAPTER THREE

TH;;: CASE AGAINST TIm }1AXH1:

In spite of this maxim having so many scholars advocating

lor it as has been shown in the pr~ceeding chapter, it never

escaped criticism. A number of jurists were of the view that

it falls short of~justice. Each of the scholars has got his

own reason for advocating against the application of the

principle. This chapter is devoted to the schools of thought

that are against the application of the doctrine of "ignorantia

juris non excusa t".

As shown in chapter two} one of the reasons for justifying

the doctrine is that in spite of the accused's ignorance of the

law, more often than not he has a guilty mind. Smith and Hogan

are of the opinion that this rationale is unfounded since it is

not in all cases that the accused has a guilty mind. Their

opinion is that unless an accused is morally guilty, he should

be acquitted. They argue that in the case of the most serious

crimes the problem does not arise since everyone knows it is

against the law to do such acts as murderl roobery or rape.

But in the case of many less serious crimes1 a man may very

easily and without negligence be ignorant that a particular

act is a crime in which case there will usually be nothing

immoral about such an act and therefore he ought to be

acquitted for his ignorance.1

...... ;'15



The two scholars continue to lament that much modern

legislation is devoid of moral content apart from the moral

ohligation to ob ey the Iaw , That being the case, they thought

that it is not always easy for one to know that one is committing
2an offence.

~ The argument of these two scholars is that it is wrong to
, )

convict a person who commits ,••.hat the law considers to be a ~

criminal offence without the court taking into account his

conscience at the time he committed the offence.

The second rationale propounded by scholars in favour

of retaining the doctrine in our penal jurisprudence is the

presumption that everybody knows the lRw and therefore his

ignorance of the same should not be excused. A number of'

scholars are of the opinion that it is a wrong presumption

that everybody knows the law.

Among the scholars who were opposed to this school

of thought was Blackstone who opined that the proposition

that "every person of discretion" may know the 18\" is a

proposition which is manifestly untrue today.3

Morris L. in the case of palmer V.R~ had the following

to say in expressing his disapproval to the application of

the doctrine:

"some of the tractit ional reasons for supporting the

'ignorantia juris' principle are inapplicable:

•••••• / 4. 6
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the law on justifiable force gives no specific guidance,

and so it is both unfounded and unfair to maintain that

individuals are presumed to know the law or that to allow

the defence would encourage ignorance of the law. The

English law on justifiable force is thata person may

take such action as is both necessary and reasonable in

order to achieve the lawful purpose (e.g. self-defence,

'prevention 01 crime etc.). The existence of an immediate

necessity is a question of fact, but reasonableness is a

question of law upon which the judge must give directions

which the jury must apply to the facts of the case."

The fact that not everybody knows the law was also put

across by Menle J. in the case of Martindale V. Falkner5where

he said that there is no presumption in England that every

person knows the J aw , He added that it would be contrary

to common s.e n se and reason if it were so.

About seven years later GlanviLle Williams expresse~ the

same views when he said that the proposition that e~eryone is

presumed to know the law is a sheer Le a.L-fiction. To explain

his point he added that due to the practical difficulties and

the inadequency of the existing institutions of communication it-
is illogical to pres~me everyone to know the law its

technicalities notwithstanding.6

••••••••• / '-* 7
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Professor O.)\".~!utungi argues that it is wrong to a s surno

thai everyone knows the Law in a country like Kenya where the

percent age of f Ll I te r-acy is a matter of no t.Lo na l concern. lie

contends that it is wrong to a ssurnr- that ev e ry b o dy ~ets to

know t.h e Law simp] y because court p r o c ee d i n g s have been reported

in the public press. He also argues that English and Swahili
'" .

are equally foreign to the majority of the Kenyans and since

they are the l~ng~ages in which the law i~ mainly published

then it cannot be directly said that there is effective

presentation of the Law s to the mind of those wh o are governed

by the. in such a manner that they may have it habitually in

their memories and possess every facility for consulting it,

if they have any doubts in respect to what it prescribesw
7

In Montrio~ V. Jeffreys8and }~rtindalc V. Falkner9 it

was held that it should never be imagined that judges, counsel

or attorneys know all the Law In the latter ca~e it was

further held that besides His ~iajesty's judges who have a

court of Appeal set over them to put them right, everybody

else is to be presumed to know the law. Mut u n g i. wonders

why the legal technicians such as judges and counsel disclaim

the suggestion that they should be expected to know all the,
law and yet expect everybody else to know all the law. His

argument is that:

••••••• / lJ 8



" •..... there is an a pp a r en t. paradox. Tho s c ,.;h 0 m the

ordinary c i t.a z on expects to kn ow t h o law not only

disclaim any obligation to kn ow all the law, but

are a]so protected should they err in the courSe

of their duties, while at another leyel~ everybody,

including judges and counsel in their capacity as

1all'subjects ~ is bound to know all the 10law."

The "Agency theory" whose propounders argue that since

members of parliament are agents of their constituents and

their knowledge of the law means knowledge of the same by

their constituents has al~o been criticized. Professor

~tungi ar~ues that this is a wrong presumption since there

must be a limit as to the extent t09 and the purpose for

which the acts of a member 0 f pa rl iamen t and the p a r L iament

itself9 can be deemed to be those of the constituents and

that the agency rule of the answerability of the agent to the

principal is not applicable to parliamentary r~presentation.

He continues to say that even if parliamentary representation

were the reason why people are presumed to "know the la~ (even

though they have never heard of it) the argument would fall

flat in cases of military regimes which seem to be sweeping

most African states which military governments not only do

not represent the people~ but impose themselves on the nation

regardlass of the wishes of the masses. His contention is that

in Kenya~ even if a member of parliament is an agent of his

constituent s , it is not for the purpos es of input t ing
11knowledge of enactments of the National Assembly •

. . . . . . / 4,
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The f0 u r t,h jus t i fie a t. i o II 0 f the a ]l P 1 .i. cut ion 0 f 1.11f' rna x j rn

is that the ma x i m , in its present f orm , c omp o Ls people to

know what the law isc The argument is that if' the law were
,

other'wise pe0 p1c W0 u 1d not f'eel s 0 0 b Ii g e d t0 k n ov. the La w

sil,ce they would always have an excuse when they appear in

court to answer certain charges. This reasoning too does

not escape criticisme The great jurisprude, J~remy Bentham,

in response said that laws are not always available to the
)

subjects of the same and even when availabl~ they are not in
12the languages they understand.

Hutungi argues, in response to this rationale, that:

" 0 ••••• where there is a duty, there should be a

corresponding right. If' a le~al system requires

every subject to know the law on pain of' punishment,

the subjects should have a right to be reasonably and

accurately informed of' such law. And it seems that a

subjects' rights are not suff'iciently met when the law

he is supposed tq obey is not only foreign to his culture,

but is also written and published in equally f'oreign
13languages~"

In other words, the above two scholars. are of the

view that a subject cannot be compelled to know what is

not accessible to him. For every subject of the law to

b~ compelled to know the law, the same has to be in the

language he understandsc



To those who justify the application of tbe maxim

on the ground that it would be impossible to know when

one is actually telling the truth when one says that
111one is ignorant of the 1aw Professor }lutungi says

that this argument is not well founded because a plea

of ignorance of the law has been rejected even where it

was established beyond reason~ble doubt hat the accused not

onlydid not kndw the 1aw ~ but had no Means of knowing it.

That was in the case of R. V. Bailey15where it was physically

impossible for the accused to know the law because it was

passed while he was on the High seas and he committed the

crime while still thereo He advances his argument by

comparing the difficulties involved in establishing one's

i ~orance of the law and those involved in establishing the

offence of treason committed when oric imagines the death of

the presidento His contention is that the former is more

easily attainable th~n the latter yet the prosecution must

always prove the latter for one to be convicted. He

therefore argues that the fears of the proponents of ~his

doctrine who argue that if it were otherwise the~ it would

be difficult to know who commits an offence ignorantly and

who commits it knowingly are baselesso

The sixth rationale of the maxim is that the failure

to allow the defence does educate the public on what the

law is~ meaning that oneta person has been convicted for

committing an offence then this conviction would be given

••••• /51



some publicity and people Kould learn thai behaving in a

similar manner constitutes a criminal ollence. The criticisms

levelled agains t the reas on s lor the ap p L i cat ion 01 the rna x im

on the ground that it compc I ~eopl e to k n ow the ]aw (above) Here

double-edged in that they were also calCulated to rel ut the

presumption that reporting 01 convictions educates the public

on Khat the law iso For example, Khen Professor Mutungi says

that people ca)1not be compelled to k now the law when court

proceedings are reported in the public press since the

percentage of illiteracy in Kenya isa matter 01 national

concern he also meant that people cannot be educated on Khat

is crime and what is not by such reports i1 they are not

literate.16

To those who justify the application of the doctrine on

the(last) ground that if the law were otherwise then it would

not be objective, Mutungi issues a rejoinder by saying that

in the first place, the law is not objective. He argues that

the knowledge of the law presupposes clarity and certainty of

the same yet this is not the case since,much of the,~ime in

the courts is taken by the interpretation of th~ law. He

therefore wonders why courts spend a lot of time trying to

e~tablish what it is even when both parties are legally

represented if it were objective. He illustrates his point

by cit~ng the case of Kotak V.A. Ali Abdullah18where the

meaning of the word "native" was argued from the lo"'est

court in the country (Tanzania) to the court of Appeal for

East A~rica notwithstanding th~ fact that it was statutorily

•.... /52
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defined. He opines t h a t if the Law on this point were

certain then v ha t constituted "native" would have been

established at the court of first instance.

A Asworth was also of the opinion that this doctrine

occasions injustice especially where an accused rightly

thought that he was observing the law b~sing his thought

on an earlier interpretation of the law which interpretation

is later r-eve r.s ed , He said that if such a thing occurrC.d

then strong feelings of injustice would be aroused.19

After looking at the various views propunded against

the application of thi~ maxim, the next chapter gives a

critical analysis of the doctrine as it is practised in

Kenya before stating whether I am in favour of its application

or not.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF THE APPLICATION OF TIm MAXIM IN KE'IYA:

.After looking at the case for the maxim and case agaJ~st

the same it would be an appropriate time to weigh the merits

and demerits of the application of the doctrine so that it

may be clear whether the doctrine ought to continue in our"C:::\cL;,
\This c~n best be done bypenal code, discarded or altered.

")

asking oneself a number of questions:

1. Do~s every offender have a criminal mind?

2~ Should every subje~t of the law be presumed to know

the law?

3. Should the principle be applied in order to compel

people to know the law?

4. Would it be yery'difficuit to know when one's

ignorance of the law is justifiable?

5. Does the application of the maxim educate the public

on what the. law is?

6. Does adhering to the doctrine rigidly make the law

objective?

7. Should public policy alone justify the application

of the doctrine':

The author wishes to tackle each of these questions

separately after which he will make his own conclusion

as to whether the doctrine should be applied in Kenya

or no t.

TIlE nFFf.NOr::n ' S ~H)ln:

,\ crime is an unlawful act or" omission which is an

offence against the state. .\r,c.:umcnts have been raised
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that in spite of the accused's ignorance of the la" more

often than not he has a guilty mind. \,rhereas this may

be very true about such crimes as murder, thcft9 incest

and other crimes where common sense dictates that one

should not commit them9 it may be very hard for one who

is not conversant with the criminal law to know that he
)

is committing a crime when for example he-goes through

a ceremony of marriage which is void by reason of its

taking place during the life of his "ife contrary to

5.170 of the penal code. The man may not be having a

guiItY mind. For instance, he may have agrpcd with his

first wife that he should get married to a second wife \

and he therefore feels justified to marry thc second one

and to go through a ceremony of the marriage. His

motive may even be to easen thc work of the first wife

which is purely a good motive. But the law regards him

as a criminal.
;I

Seidman says that laws represent no more than the

norms of the society and therefore every properly

socialized individual will know the law because the

criminal law is a codification of an objective ethic.1

This is very true in England. Common law was deeply

rooted in ordinary day to day life and it was a part of

the English people and hence no properly accultured

person could convincingly plead ignorance of the law.
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is the very basis of ·thl. justif'ication for the Latin maxim.

a result of receiving English common law then, we recpived

English traditions, outlook and techniques in

tablishing, maintaining and developing the judicial system.

the conditions and circu~stancf's surrounding the reception

of law in Kenyaj and given the fact that at

colonialism, ado~tion w ho Le sa Le of the same

the advent of

was necessarily

tinged with imperial objective, we have incorporated a totally

alien law to us~ Kenyan penal code is not based on our customary

law which didated what constituted a crime and what did not.

In such conditions a person may do what he believes to be ri~ht

in wh i ch case he will not have a criminal m i n d , lIe may base

his justification f'or doing so on customary law for instance by

going through a marriage ceremony with a second wife a man is

justified in most customary laws in which case he will not have

a guilty mind.

Smith and Hogan argued on th~s point of a guilty ~ind

and said that if ~'e 'were to justify the a p p L'ica t Lo n of the

maxim on the ground that law represents morality we would

be wrong because much modern legislation today is devoid
2of moral content. This is quite clear on per~Sing through

our penal code (Kenya). For instance, there is nothing

immoral in being susceptible to the suspiscion of' being a

reputed thief who has no visible means of subsistence and

who cannot give. a good account of himself or in bigamy
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h of which are criminal offences contrary to sections 183(c)

of the penal code respectively.

r.nthe other hand, certain acts seem and arc in fact Lrnmo ra I

they are not criminal offences. To illustrate this point,

n the case of Karuria v.n? the appellant was living on her

of ~rostitution and was convicted on a charge

knowingly living on the earnings of a prostitute contrary

5.154 of the penal code. She was convicted on her own

On appeal against sentence it was held that

does not int~nd to make every prostitute living

in part of her own earnings guilty of an offence

the section. A prostitute cannot be guilty of this offence

she lives on the earnings of another prostitute (knowingly).

"per se" is not an offence. It is the commercial

is made an offence in Kenya i.e. living on the

earnings of prostitution by someone else and not by the

prositute herself. This shows that she pleaded guilty because

she had a guilty mind but her guilty mind in the commission

of her act did not constitute an offence since a guilty mind

on its own cannot amount to a crimina 1 0 ffenc e unles sit is

complemented by a guilty act or omission. other forms of

guilty mind conducts which does not constitute criminal

offence include adultery and ommitting to save a drowning

man whe re there is no o b L iga t ion to do so.

It is also n~eworthy to discuss wh at factors determine

whether one has a guilty mind when doing something or not.



is brought. up really deierminf's quite a lot what

11 make him have a guilty mind. A }laasai who kills a lion

no guilty mind because he has been told and learnt from

customs that is the way to separate men from boys. nut

so he will find himself behind the bars. Religion

also a great part to play in influencing a person's conduct

conscience. A christian for example would have a guilty
")

ind when committing adult~t"y, fornication or even by w a t c h i.ng

person drowning without mal~ing any attempts to save

his life. But he has not committed any crime. On the other

hand, a }1uslim wh o kills a person who refuses to become a

muslim has got no guilty mind. But he has committed a

crime by so doing.

The author's submission is therefore that the allegation

that the accused should be convicted when found guilty of

an offence irrespective of whether he knew the law or not

since he had a guilty (criminal) mind is baseless. A

strong case in support of this submission .w ou Ld be where

a person takes the trouble to inquire from a legaY expert

what the law on a particular point is, but he receives the

wrong advice, acts on it with a very innocent mind only
~

to be convicted on the ground that ignorance of the law

is no excuse.
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PRF.SIDfPTION" OF THE K~Oh'LEDGF. OF TTlR L.\H:

The second reason for justifying the doctrine of

norantia juris non exc u sa t " is that everyone is presumed

know the law. The issue here is to ask oneself whether it

actually a good law to presume everyone to know the law anrl

he criminal law" specifically.
)

In the first place, for one ~o find out whether this is a

good justifica tion for the appl ica tion" of thc maxim, one has

to ask one~elf what criminal. law is and more importantly it is

necessary to know who decides what sh~uld constitute a criminal

offence and what should not. Is it the accused, the state or

the court?

The duty of the court in as far as the criminal law is

concerned is to intepret what the law says. In so doing the

court is not the law-maker and can therefore not be expected to

know all the laws. The accused is a subject of the law. The

state through the machinery of parliament is thc law-maker anrt
~e. "

there lies"simplest definition of a c r Lme , that a crime is an

unlawful act or omission which is an offence against the state.

ow, if the accused is not the law~maker how then does he know

what the Law is7

Defore an \ct of parliament becomes law it is known as

a Dill. ,\ govo r-nn.e n t Sill is dr a f't ed by a Lo g i s Lnt Lv o

draftsman in the Attorncy General's Chamhers.
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'ill then be approved by the cab i net b c f o r c it starts on

s parILame n t.o ry life. It must first be published in the

Official Gazette". After a lapse of at least roul'teen days,

can then be considered by the Nat-iona\ Asscmbly. The :first

First Reading, which is merely a :formal reading

the title of the Bill, it gives the members of the Dill.

is then moved that the Bill be read a first time.
)

A date

then fixed for the second reading. This is the most

Dill and the debate on the main objects

of the Bill will range very widely. The mcmbers, at this stage,

decide whether they approve of the Bill on principle, or not.

It is then moved that the Bill be read a second time. I:f the

mot ion is pas sed, the r1ill can the n be r ere r ed to a se1e c t

committee stage. Alternatively, the Bill can be considered

by a committee of the whole National Assenbly. At this stage

the Bill is considered in detail, clause by clause, and the

tinister responsible :for promoting the 13i]1 will spend some

considerable time with the standing committee. At the Third

Readin[ only minor changes can be made to the nill and'the

Assembly is asked to approve the ~ill in its :final-:form.

A motion that the Rill be read a third time is then moved

and if carried the Dill can now be p res on t.o d to the l~resident

for hi s assent subject to wh i ch it b ecorr e s law. The date
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omme nccment of the Act is either the clute it received the

idcntiaJ assent, or a date shortly a f t o r-wn r d s or it can

rough t j ntoo P era t. ion by 0 r d cr 111a d e by t,h (' n r>pro P r i <'l 1.e

As is evident above, proposed le[islation iakes time

fore becor.tingan Ac t 0 f parliament from the time it is
--:> -

blf sbed and "gazetted" in t h e Kenya t1gazettet1 as a I3ill.

rough out this period it -receives a lot of publicity thr~ugh

press and the mass media. The publication of the I3ill and

Act of parliament is also done through the Kenya gezette

more i~portant]y the proceedings of the parljamcntary

in d eta i1 th r0 ugh t.bo 10 C alp res san d

There is therefore enough time for p eop I.e to read n ew sp a p er s

listen to the radio and hence learn what new laws have been

Cne may ar[ue that all these debates may con1~se a person

because some .iPS are against the enactment of a new law while

others are for it. But th{s argument does not hold much water

because all the points for or against the enactment of a new

1a"- become immaterial once a law has been passed in which case

the law is definite and it starts operation only after getting



resident's assent. Jf one is not sure -on what t.he law
ne can always look for it in either the new act of pol Lame nt

copy of the Kenya "bllzette"e But we have to ask our-
whether there is sufficient communication of the laws

have been pas se d , In the first place ~ the pe naI -c ode wa s pa
ago and therefore most of us did not have the chance

to any debate on its enactment in order to know that
law has been passed bearing in mind that the bulk of the

law in Kenya is to be found in the penal codeo When-
m~ss medfa or the press mentions the penal code they

that everybody understands what that ~eans which

the case. It is not surprising to find that not many
understand the diff~rente between civil and criwinal law.

Secondly, the mass media is not a very effective device
t communicnt ing the IRw to the general public. When the law s

and Television media are mainly used to
oma:.micatethe new law to the general pub Li c , Rut they also
ave their own shortcomings. Tak: ng the radio first, as observed

by professor Mutungi it is only a small fraction of the population
o have Access to radios in ¥.enya and mainly the ouo s in urban

It is also important to note that even those_ who own
don't prefer to listen to educational or informati~~

ogrammes but mainly they like to tune into the stations which

The major complaint they have is that Voice
programmes are lbori~g.

Another problem ~'ith 'the :use of nJ{:.· rad i o as a communication
evice is that it communicates the new laws once they are passed
nd explains them brieflyv Thereafter, whenever they make any
terence to these laws they al~ays assume that everybody heard
e explanation when they were first heard which is a very wrong

For example, the Kenyan constitution wos passed in



1963 and before 1 joined the
di qui te oftenly but w i thout

quoted over the r a 10 d d few lectures in the
It l'A only wh~n 1 at ten e a

as to what it Is , -
, 11 ab ut This is because

that 1 C~me to know what it 1S a 0 •.
Uni ve rsi ty •..

d by those who prepare'i Brogrammes
it is always assume . ,y;hat the constitution 1.S

t.hat everyone kno~sof l:enya , to the penal code.The same case applIes

d t hear it beinguniversityluSe 0

any explanation

in the voice
all about •.

are conccrncrl very few~ levision programmes
J ae far as the len - "t and the fe~ who own them are

le in Yenya own TelevIsIon se.s "The inadc-
pe~rl l'n the urban areas where there is electrlclty •.
nam y .

, 'also ag~rovete~ by the fact that a perusal
que cy of Televls).ons IS 0

'! a reveals that most of
tnrougb the Television progra.'lrJesIn .eny .

t ',' . but very few are educatl vc orthe programmes are enter a i n rng
informative ~

h sen~e to alleoo'ethat the press sufficesIt doc~n't make muc -
8S a communication device of the newly enacted laws. To begin
"ith, the local dailies do not reach all the parts of this country.
They mainly go to urban areas anrt only a swall percentage gets
access to them •. Coupled with this.is the fact that the newspapers
do bot alw~ys present the law accurately. It caught so many lawyers
by surprise to read from a local pape r' that. the constitution of
tenya does not allow the President to sack the Vice~President and

5 amonrappoint a new one. This is just one many cases. r:ention also
need to be made of the fact that there is a high rate of illiteracy
in kenya and even a good number of those who boast of being literate
are only semi-Ii terate not to mention the fact that even those wh,2t

_ V'V' ~ ~ l:t~s ~ ~ "';j 0 '-' =- ~C>"'~ , D c:r..(j o...-Dl C1lH .
posses Un.iversity degrees whether in. law or in any o~her discitrine 12

find it hard to inter-prete the law ac cur at e Ly, ,~~s ·Of\e.. \\..\~ "".·),"l~\- ~
laws but it is' yet a different thing for theSe laws to be read and

Apart from the problem of il1teracy in the vr~~fiing~
most legal books are w ri t t en vi n English:. and a good
of those people who ::>. can read and wrvt e do not understand

I

glish hence ,Jeremy Bentham said ~
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,
.' d .t.he n ~ if 1 de cerv eShow me vour ordinance 1'\ my lc\hg:ua£;e an •

you, pun~ish me"'. rrofessor ~:ut'.lngi also said that if e. legal

system requires every suhject tel Inow the law on pain of
puni shment, his rights are not sufficiently met when the Law b e is

7
uppo sed to obey is wr I t ten and pn bI i s he d in foreign Larig ua ge s ~

Sven for t.hose who can re~d the law and understand it to

some extent, it may not he poss i ble for them to ge t access to it 0

The publication of legal books in Kenya has not been qui te im~~$siveo
one can

It is only in some very few bookshops t l.a t 'trace a Law book or

journal in Ke nya , The Kenya "Gazette", the official paper that
publishes new laws and the numerous statutes that govern the criminal

~ h
lAW are all sold in one shop in I\enya-the Government pr i.nt e r s whose
supply of these materials dots not. meet the demand no t w i t hs t and.i ng

the fact. that not all people are close to !,:airobi and the fact that

not Ipany people know where these legal material can be b ough t ,

The prices of the legal books are also very high and not every

person in Kenya can afford t hem ,

Whereas the paliamentary legislation Lets thorough publication

thicl~ still d oe s not meet t he standard required to c ornmuni c a t e the

law to everyone, subsidiary legislation more 'often th~r~ not never

gets more publici t y t han just ii:,sIJu;)lic<.itiori in the t'cp.yn "gFlzette"
all

which is only a va i La bLe to a few people yet are required to comply "it
, f\.

such laws.

In as far as the "agency theory" is concerned I would concur ~;~
'4tul\~;",,<),'Mf'.r are net necessarily agents of their constituents and
either are they meant to Lmpa t e kn owLe dge of enactments of t he Ne t i ona

ssembly .to t hem..8 This is even made worse by the fact that most

embers of pa~liament stay far from their constituents and mainly in

airobi and rarely come into close tcon act with the lQtter~ In fact eVE
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, in ~aiiobi stay in Poshmost of those wt.o s e consti t uc nc i e s are
as tut e s most of wh i ch are not in their constituencies such as

Vuth~igat Lavington and Yileleshwa. They, therefore cannot be
id to be performi n c the t a s k of in put in g. hn owLe dge of the newsa b _..1.~ ••

. , $\JVO'r' J •• ev 0" ~«(,.~
enac tmen t s to t he Lr c~nst1tuentso.:, ..."".4 r-(}vl f.o~."" •..•..., ~

v "'~ p~,1,"""""'W" ?-fM."''> . \,~ ~ .••.•..----"-
/~?';l~iJ~~'~117 !t.->""", .i~, 1.It' . l dc~\..-c",,-

/,~ it?y off J .-f:.-.-2 '-v..•...r , '
5?f . j7 ~?Q(J Pd t from the ror e ao t nz that COl1l[l1UlllcRtlonIt is therefore eVl en ~ u

subJ'ects is not effective in Yenya and ~ostof Law to the law

people observe the law coincidentally in which case the author
tt ' per communicatisubmits t ha t it is wr-ong to :,:arg\l·euwt re r e 1S pr o

of the law to which every subject is expected to confdrm and

thprefore agrees with Glanvjllc willi?roSthat the proposition that
9eferyone is prcsufWle.4 t o know the law' is sheer legal fiction

SHOULD THP. ~:V":J'·· T~ USED Tf, Cm:PEL PEoPLE TO F~O~~

TEE LAW?

If people were allo~ed to plead ignorance of the law as an excu
for their lack of comJ>\iance with the same it would appear to

them that they should only comply to those laws they ar~~~onversant
wi th , What they are ind~!fer('nt about. should not .bo t he r-f{'t all e

They would therefore not compelled, to pig into the le~al material i
order to know whether they are ley;ally justified to do what they

contempl~te to doo Rut the doctrine ~oes not give them such a chan

But on tbe other hand,- such a justification could be valid
everyhody

only where the law is available to ~ .' , in Kenvao As men t ionert a'io. .
(supr-a) Le ga I books are very scarce in Kenya and even to those who

access to such material, still the jelJ..g~a",f(~~~\§e(t_!J!o\t.hese material
is very technical and not many are M.ent~<L or knoy.legeable
enough to understann the legal langu~ge notwithstanding the fact
that in some si t ua t ions some latin max ics are used to convey certain

s-tatutes
ness ages both in and in other legal bo ok s ,
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The only a It erna t ive for most peopl e who want to Q..,,,,t t> -

themselves with the law is to consult an attorneYe This is

also not the best way to communicate the law to every ci tizen .
In the first place, legal consultation is {~p,enf:\~~co Not everybody
can afford the advocate's fee. Even the affluent people would still
find it vt::ryexpensive to c on su Lt an advocate every time they

"ant to k now the law. And even if everyone hod money to consult
An a~vocate, the number of ~d~ocates we have in Yenya cannot
satisfy the d eman d for the ir se rv ices. But mo s t Lmpo r t.ant Ly

is the fact that one cannot ple~d ~isrepresntation of lAW by
8n advocate as an excuse for his failure to comply with the same,
In my opinion, t h i s is~~rea in which the max im works most unjustly.
A person who feels compelled by the doctrine of "ignorantia -Duris
&.Jl_ lexc\h:;"at~,otfto k n ow the law may go to an advocate, pay an exho-

~itant fee but gets the wrong advice as to what the law is. Relying
D',tIHlt.la.w" he does an ae.t which amounts to a crime. When he ts

taken to court he gets the enlightenment that it is no defence
that the accused acted in reliance to an assurance by a competent
ofric~that no prosecution would be brought against him as was held
in the case of Coo per v c> 8i mmons 10 that it makes no
difference that the accused had recei\ed compQtent legal advice
that his conduct would be lawful be cau se t he con t.r-ar-yrvIew would
result <in .thc 6d\'ic~ ',~f. ['n'..ett(lrnE");)-b-ei'n-( pc.r'emo)nt .t o --'thelaw". Wh

puniSh someone who goes to a cGrnpete~t la~yer but who is
*isadvised in the process and yet that WAS the only ~ay he could
know the law? Such a person needs an absolute acquittal because
i! is hard for a laymqn to know that the advice is wrong.

You 1can ony compel one to kn ow something; for wh ich he has
th~ means of kn ow ing, It was opi.ned by the J'amou s scholar
sel dman» that: '

Conf~rming to notions of Laissez - F'a1're,- citizens retain the
burden of learning the law, while the state accepts the
responsibility to make the law avaiIDhle"~.
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The use bf the doctrine as a means of compelling people to

law at their own feril, ~ccording to seidmQn, was conditional
the state mak i ng the law available to all the citizens. Since

e position ib Ycnya i£ far from this it woul d be wrong L
accept se idman's rat iona 1c in Fenya , I We can only accept d t : \\hen

estate conf or-ms to this condition that it accepts the r-c s pons i bI Lj t.y

makingthe law nva i Lab Le ·to,r.-H.:Puhlishing the law _. in the

nya "gazette" does not meet this requirement •.

One of the justifications flo.r~ the application of tile principle

that it would be very difficul t to know when one's ignorance 1s
tally inevj table or when one has contributed to one's ignorance.
t Iven without saying much about the _ unreasonableness of such
ason, it would suffice to say that if justice has to be done and seen

o be done then it would be necessary to dig a 11 the facts surrounding
be accussed' s commission of the offence. This would show whether
be accused commited the offence he is charged with ignorantly or
ith full knowledge. Such f ac t.e rs as home background. educational
ackground and social status of the accused wouLd help to tell whether
person of his class would have probably known the legal consequences

r lhat he did. Fo~ example, whereas it would be expected that every
8W graduate knows there is a difference between murder (where there
is malice aforeth:ought) defined under s , 203 of the penal code and

manslaughter under s.202 of the penal)code ~here malice aforethought
is absent one who has never studied law m§ly not always be expected to
have the knoaLe dge that there is such a Ais.tinc~t;ion~

It is surprising to find that in certain cases the law shifts the
urden of proof to the accused e s g , where the accused claims to be Lns ai
et it does not shift the burden of proving justifiable ignorance of t ht

law to the accused where he claims to be so ignorant 0

In fact, this reasoning is baseless when it is borne in mind that
an accused who was in the High seas when a law was passed was convictec
alter contr8~n~ng
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at law when it was very c Lear: to everybody that he did not know
d neither did he have the means to know that the ne w l aw had been

sse/or where a foreigner comes into the country and due to the

Iluence of the law of his country of domicile 9 which on a pur t Lcu Lar

tnt is qui te different from its Kenya!h" counterpart, wi th whi ch he

not conver-sant at all ~ he c ornm i ts an offence.

DOES THE APPLICATJON OF THE DOCTRINE REALLY EDUCATE THE

PUELIC ON WHAT THE LA~V IS?

It is t:true that once an accused has been convi c t e d of an offence

en this conviction would be given a lot of publicity and people
uld learn that be hav i ng in a similar manner consti tutes a criminallive
fence. Sinc..e most people in I(enya ftihere legal documents are not

fficiently supplied to the public, this may be a very good way of ""

erting people on what a crime is. One may wonder whether it is only

nvictions which are reported in the press. The answer is almost sol-

y in the af I'Lrma t rv e , ~/ore often then not the press reports convict io

8Dd not dc::-,u\-\.t.q\S;:'.a This is what gives flavour to their papers.

It people don't enjoy readi ng acqui t t a l s occasioned by very minor

Cences and the defence of "ignorance' of thf? "law" if it were allowed

such. If there is an acquittal, most readers would like to

argued out defence and especially so where it is

Ite apparent that the accused had "commit t e d" the crime but because

the way he argues out his case he is acquitted. The defence of

oran~tJ.l.~n . iuris" would not meet such a qualification.y

But this justification also has its own shortcomings. Firstly, it

wrong for the government to abdicate its Obligation of informin

public what the law is. Saidm~n says that the state retains the
~~

ponsihility to make the law available. The press has got no such
tgst ion 0
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~I'\~\Secondly, every now I t hen, there are mi srepresentations of the
ruling of the ccu~i. This is beCAuse pressmen are not legal experts
and the language used by the courts is not always a lAnguage they
can fully unde rst an d ,

Thirdly, some people have never differentiated between a cha,",~
on one hand and a conviction on the other hnn d e ,,:anya t Lme s ~
policemen arrest people who have not c omm i tted any crime e-cn5tTut..U~·e.<

their(lawful) conduct wrongly to be a criminal offence only to be
ccqu itted oy "\:0 have no cha rge s preferred against them. An
interesting episode occur-ed when the u~thor was doine; his clinical
programme in Nakuru Princi~~L Magistrate's court where a man who had
been charged with a criminal offence disappeared from his home and the
police arrested his wife, took her to court so that the husband would
feel compelled to appear in courto The magistrate reprimanded policem(
for their quite unethical conduct. This 1~ only oop p~onrr many
instances of confusion becUUse to so many people who followed the

hot.
matter but to the end especially upto the time the worn~n was taken

"to court but lost interest in the matter or d>.1I~t o certain c i.r cums t.ance
they were not able to hear the mag;st rr.t e pronounce t ha t the woman

be discharged suc~ p~cple may have thought that it is a criminal
offence not to produce one's husband who has been charged ~ith a

criminal offenceo
) .

fourthly, newspapers are scarce Bnd are mainly ~istributed to the
urban areas Rnd even those people who have access to them may not
afford a copy every day not to wention the fAct that so many people
in Kenya Are ill i t er-at e ,

The ma~s media also has got its own shortcomings as was
explained earlier on.

THE OBJECTIVITY OF THS LAW QUESTIONED:

The most important question to ask here is whether the law is
objective. If the answer is in the nffirmative then one may ask
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"hether the application of the rloctrine in its prescnt
form wou Lr' mnk e it possible to maintain the law's objectivity e On
the other han d , if the ans..er is i n the negative then one may ask
whether this principle would chBnge and improve the situationo

If the law were objective we wo uLd not be bav i ng a situation
where the court gives a cer~aj:n section of an Act of parI iament
a certain meaning and later on the same court gi vet; t he same .sec.ti on
a different meaning al t ogc t he r , There are also instances where a COil

intenpf-e t es _,',o..~ L: lword or phrase in a section of a statute and
gives it a particular meaning which meaning is later reversed-In14 . ,the case of .ZUS V. Uganda for example, the appellant was convictef
of stealing a bicycle which had been found in his possession seven
months after its. owner had reported its loss to the policea The
trial magistrate applied the doctrine of "recent possession" in
S. 322 of the penal code in the absence of a reasonable explanation
from the accused of how he carne by the bicycle. The appellant was
convicted of receiving the bicycle, He appealed against the convic-
tion to the !:igh court ( of Ugf.lnd3). Sir 'Joo Udoma, C.J. said, "•• e

..•••• the learned m?gistrate was wrong to have applied the doctrine
of recent possession. A period of seven months cannot be described

II

as 'recent". One would wonder where a de eiar-c at t on ti:ne, between
recently stolen property and property stolen too long before they
are found w ith someone can be drawn. This question must have
bothered the trial mag i st r-a t e be caus e. Ln t er-pre t Lng cert af.n fpcts
in order to tell whether something was recently st6~en or not is
quite a subjectiVe testo There is no objective test to it.

The situation would even be more dra~onian ~here an accused
rightly thinks that be is observing the law basin~ his thought on an
earlier interpretation which i~terpretation is lat~r reversed between
the ti~e he does the act and the time be is ch~~ged with the offpnce.

It is therefore evident that the interpretation' of the law may
vary depending on the person on the bench who is strongly protected
by law in case he misinterpretes the law. And applying the maxim
of "ignorantia J"uris" howev t" tl- _ . ' cr s rlC y, wovid not make the law any
objective ,
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PUBLIC P0LICY Ar\\) TI!B ~::!\XJ~~:

Austin WClS qlljte sincere \\-benhe observed that the rille
concerning Ign orau ce of the Law exists and must rest .I

upon policy nnd policy alone15• In other words, he could not see
any other gcnu i ne rea son for the application of the r-u le , Several
jur ist s were of the opinion t ha t if t he law were otherwise, then
tht public at lnrge woulrl face a lot of hardships since the
admi.,istration of justice wo uId aLno st be Lmpo ss i bLe , It w ouLd
be diffjcult for thp stete to meet perfectly the objective of
criminnl law which is to reduce crime since most people who would
appear before the court wo u ld .iust i rtab Ly plead ignorance of the
:aw. If proved beyond re~sonable doubt that they were actually
ignorant , then they wo u Id have to be acqu it t ed ,

But it is always necessary to consider public policy with a
lot of care before we CRn justify the application of any lRW on only
that ground. Burrough J. observed in the CRse of Richardson Vo

Mellis16 that "public policy is a very unrulj: horse, and when
o

once yon get astride it, you never know where it will carry you".

The question that one must ask oneself is, should the government
impose an obligation to each citizen to observe the law with the
threat of punishment even wher-e tho~ Laws are not known by the
citizen and worse still," even where they do~lt\hav~·the ~~~~s ici "kriow
those laws so tha t it may be easy for the ~overnmcnt to control cr im

.4ndshould this be aa swe red in the a I'f'Lrmut.Lve , would the results
be positive at all?

If people do not bave the means to know the law then their
obedience to the same woul~ only be Accidental. And imposin~
punishment for failure to observe t.he Law where the law cannot
beQ~ ~asily determined is quite unjust.

In Regina v. campbbl1 and Mlynarchuk17 Kerans D.CoJ. Summarised
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the injustice of the principle by saying that~

"•••••••••••• the section removing ignorance of the law as a
defence, in criminal matters, is not a matter of justice, hut
8 matter of policy. It is not a defence, I think~ because the
the first requirement of any system of justice, is that it "ork
efficiently And effectively •••••• The rlefences~ould not be allowe<
as a matter of public policy •••.••• o •• co indeed it cannot be allowe<
because of public policy. This is the case not"ithstanding the
sympathy evoke~ by the situation of nn accused person.
is that people in society Are eEpected to have a more

The irony
profound

knowledge of the law than are the judges ••• c •••••• "

Keed~.~b~~~y~~·~~that policy should be invoked to support
propositions of law only when these cannot be explained by general
frinciples Hnd that at hest policy is vague, and courts may well
diffe~ as to what it is. 16

It is therefore evident that all the other justificatiom given
by other scholers apart from the public policy rationale are

- ...,••L~ .•..• - --;. .... - --

_=. But the best w~y to check c~ime is not
to apply such a harsh law but to educate the citizens on wh~t the

\\la~ is. And in any case it would be better for many innocent"
persons to be set free than to insist on applying the law rigidly
a matter of public policy at the expense of a justifiably

_.L

as
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"innocent" persono His interest cantlot be ignorpd beCAuse of
publi~ interesto

At this juncture the author's submission is that this
principle has got no juStification and should not be found

in our Penal codeo It is interesting to find that South Africa
with its policy of apartheid gives room for the excuse that one
was ignorant of the la~19 whilst our law does not show any
lenience to those that are ignorant of the same.

I would sum up by statil!g !~8t this law is not appropriate
for Kenyao In the next cllapter, I will give recommendutions
as to what should be the position.

(
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CHAPtER FIVE

RECOh~:ENl)'\TIONS ,\ND CONSLUS10N

In chapter four
the rationale of the ?pplicatton

of observations in relation toJ mf\de a number
. 1 f·t iQ!'ccu·~'1n t i~ jutjsIIof the princlp e 0 ~

in Kenya b a s e d on my r-e s e ar-ch ,

In the first place I
that the accused should be
irrespective of whether he
(or criminal mind)is baseless~
always have a criminal min~.

made the observation that the allegfltion
convicted when found guilty of an off~nce
knew the law or not since he had 8 qUIlt)

offender does notAn accused or an..

t 118 t -t he pr opesj tLdn t ha~'d maJor finding 1 made:is _ __ _ ...'The secon OJ' .. • a sheer legal fiction 0. presumed to know the law ISev er-yo ue 1 S

Thirdly, I observed that it is not impossible to find out
whether the accused person committed the offence he is charged with

to commun:vcate the law to flll its subjects, I also observed in
Given that the socio-economic conditions may not make it easy

chapter four thFlt the adherance ot the application of th0 doctrine
.strictly would not educate the people on what the law i s ,

The f i f tho bse r vat ion w Cl s t hat sin (~e the 111 w i s not 0 hj ec tive
applying the mrtxim ~f "i[~~n()t~antiqjuris h<l~rle xc usa r « would not
mnke it any objective.

I also ohserved that the opinion of the schoillrs who argue that
the maxim r ests up on puhlic policy .i Lon e is not we Ll founded and
therefore the law is not appropriate for Leny:i.

In conclusion I fouhd out thAt this princi~le has got n6
jurisprudential justification~ Neither cnn puhlic policy Ihich
~t best is vague and courts may ~ell differ us to "hat it is and my
contention is t ha t $.•7 of tl'w pena I of Ke ny.i is hdrsh, oPI,rcssivt;? !r~
IInjus t tot he s ~1h j c c t S 0 f the 1 nw .
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~ve A law that is responsive to th~ needs of
. d f th~ accused. f' as t hc stut~ of min 0In as Hr. " f an, th commIssIon o.the circu~stanccs s~rroundlng e

h h d R !,~ui1ty mind wh euto ascertain whether c a ~

~c;,
b amende~ thnt we may

t 11e Sit u a t ion, the 1a w s h 0u I d e "-To r~cdy sod o t y , ]n particular
is concerned, the court

should look a t

offence by the Rccnseo
and trea t tho se \\h() d j d not have a g; 11 i1tYcommitt i n g the offence

mind more .~lienient~ly.

Secondly, it shot!ld not he presumedti that everybody j sagg8rt.(~rt .
the Law s of the realm. There should ue a total and uncondi tlonal/ of

of . 1
'allpeople, w"'~ af t.er being charged and tried for an o~fe~ce are pr~v~(
to be ignorant of the la~ t~ey ha~e contraveneo. ThIS IS the positlon

. ' the .a se f' S \T De 810m 1in South ;\frica as was clearly shown In c c o r :::....:•...:....:.:.......:~~--
WhCl'C i t. wa s sn i d that if the ac cu sc d Wishes to rely on a defence
that her nct wa s unlawful, her defence cnn succeed if it can he inferre
{rCf:], tb~,{'vj.oence as a whole t hat therc is a r-easc.n a ble possibility
~at she did not kno~ that her act was unlawful.

An alternative to the ahove suggestion would be to categorize
those who ~re ignorant of the 1a~ into two classes:

1" those who h~ve access to the means of knowi n g the law but who
don't care to know whHt the law j s ; and

2. those v.ho can't be expected to have known the law they have.
contravened because of the in6ccessihil~ty of the law to themo

)

The law, in its present form, treQts the~e two c18~se~ of people
as if they are a t per. It beats common sense (t hough the law is not.
always synonymc\ys wi th common sense) to read that where the accused
could not have had access to any means of alerting him that D new

,l&w had been passed as was the case in BaileY's,2 he was convicted
just as a lawyer would be when he contravenes a law he is very
familiar w.i t h , I therefore content! that those Recused who could ntlt
have possibly known the law due to the law being inaccessible to
them should bco.Clfjuitted.,
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t n the c;candina\'iun crinjinal law "here a st rangThis is the position ~
er is not convicted for breal,i.pr;,a rule wh i ch he could not be
expected to l. now n bout a nd no one':lleld liable,for,contr3vcni~g a

1 " La t i on or one whose internretotlon IS doubtful.. Anvery new c €p s •... ., ' .'
, 1. L .;I an d the circumstance s surrounc 1ng hIS CO~!lns saonaccused s uac~grou~ ~ . ,

f ' h uld be thorouvhly scrutirised by the prosecution to
o a c rime s 0 t.J t f' d t '1 at the Law"nd out ~hether h~ 1cliberstely refused 0 In. OU"l 1;· •

is or he had no me an s of finding; out what it is. Alternatively,
the law can shift tr) the accused the burden of proving to the court

t f k ~ 'g t ha t his conduct consti-that be did not h~ve he means 0 now i r. ' .

tuted a crime e

The law should also be amended to provide that where a person
takes the trouble to find out what the law on a particular point
is but he is unfortudately mis~dvised by a lawyer either delibe-
rately or inocently and shows the court that he relied upon such
advice he should be Acquitted •.

All the above recommendations are in line with the Japanese
position which is to the effect that:

"a person who commits a crime without knowing that his condu
is not. permitt.ed by law shall not be punishahle if his
unrlerstanding is hased on reasonable grounds" 4

Although there are people who'co~mit crimes delib~rately, there
are several people j n.renya who commi t offences not. because they are
Lm(lsochists but. because they do not know wha t the law r-equ i r-e s of t h
I!J. To such people, the st ate has an Obligation to teach them and
everybody else what tlle law is. To do this the government hns numer
OUS avenues. Firstly, the teaching of basic law should be incorpora
ted in the school curriculum from pr i mar-y schools t c Un i.versi ty leve
where students should be taught what constitutes Dn ',. offence and
the penalties prescribed for such offences.

secondly, the , . , penal code should -be abridged and enough
copies thereof published and sold in bookshops at a fair price which
most people can afford.. The abridgement would ensure that they ar~
easily digestible by those who may not be in a 't'the Le .aI " POSI Ion to unoerstaf"tl,g Jargon used In the current penal codco
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f' I.e who co not und~rstE\nd English
Since there are a number 0 Jeop

. t cct the lc"al needs of
in renyR, the above recommendat10n nJ::1Y no m W t h t\,'

T
herefore, resort sho uLd be had to Jeremy Ben Rill S

all ci t i ze n s,

ndvice: "show me your ordinance in my own language and t he n , if 1
. h me" 5 Thi s would call for the translation. -!~eceive you, pun r s e . .• ,.

of the pe na I statutes in Ki.swahili and in as na ny local lanp,ilRges

as possible since most people who e t t en o adult classes are able
to read and write their mother tongues only an d the most that most
of them can r e a d is Yisftahilio nheBe· translations s houLd a l s o be sold

t a fair pricc ••

To make sure even those who did net have R chance to go to
chool are also well versed with the law, the government 5hould
rganize many in-service courses for chiefs, sub-chiefs, information off
'teo..ch. the 1.ll the Law and then make them duty-bound to organize

eetings in the rur~l nreas and teach the masses wh~t the criminal. law

equ ir e s of t hem , tf;h: \'/ou\b:I' c, be highly r-ewa r d i ng , To enhance
t , law students from t ne un i ve,rsi ty ,oGn be at tached to thcir local

hiefs'camps during their vQcations with a vie~ to eduI·cate .
he masses on what the law requires.

To enhance the chances of ccmrr.unic8tioe; the law to all, the
overnment should make use of the mass media and introduce legal
rogrammes to edu ca t e the pu bLi c on vha t the law is ann in a simple
anguage which CRn be un de r s t e od by all. This s hou Ld . be none through

not only the general service (English) b.ut also through the

at iona l service (Kiswahili)lm~er services ,r:'hose transmissions are

n local languages understood byboth~be literate and the illiterate
like.

The press can also be fl'very Bse u 1n this areao If legal educatio
columns e aa. be introduce(\ in the dailies and most especially the
ural ba..se.tt·maR'ClZine~, Lega I edllcfltion in Y.enya would receive R big boos

.
It would also be necessary that tl· 1

le aw, once Published, Should

•
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not be applied until fter a reosobablc period of time within~

which it would be intensively br-ought to the attention of
all the citizens for public awareness so that it becomes a
matter of general notoriety.

~r -

Inconclu~ion therefore, it is my contention that by applying
the doctrine of "ignorantia juris"as rigidly as it is applied
to~ay given the background of mass i~norance of the law it would
Appear that people are pubished for not having kno~n the law.

People should only be punished for not observing a la" whi~h they kn
about. I~ ,fAct most citizens ~re not only ignorant of the lAW but
they arc a Iso i gno ran t of the fact t ha t ignorance of the Law is no
excuse. And the rigid application of the doctrine c~n not help
them k now wha t t he Law is unless t hry ar e t au sh t wb a t it. is. There
is thcrefore an ur-cen t need to amr-n d the law a nd to elk_ CI Ii! Jar on a
very serious cqrnpAin of legAl erluc~tion in Kenya.
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FOOTNOTES:

10 1977 (3) SoA, 5l3.
2G Ruas & Ry 1 Reported in English Reports, Vol. 168; 1925 at

6510

30 Smith and Hogan, Criminal law 5th ed. (London: Butter - worths,
1983) Po 70 ••

40 Article 21 (ii) of the Jap8nese Criminal code of 1972,
Reported by Paul K. Ryce and Hellen Silving, ~Comment on
Erro Juris" A.J.e.L., Vol 24 1976 Po 692.

50 I.The works of- Jeremy Renth~m, by Bowinr.;,Russel and Hussel
c Ln c , , N.Y. (lQ62), l-57~

Q



GLOSSARY:

" Bpna Fide" in good faith
"Gaz~tte" - the official publication of the government
"ie;horClntia juris non excu sej' - I~r.orance of the law is no excuse
"Ignoranti~ fiuod quisc;ue

tender scire, meminem excllsat" - I~norance of the law, which everyone
is bound to know, excuse no man$

"Laissez faire" - This is a political - economic
~hilosophy expression of the govermmE
~f allowing the marketplaces to
operate relCltively free of restricti<
and interventiono

"Nulla poena sine lege" -A "legal maxim which states that Laws
should not be passed retrontively an(
neither should a person be convicted
offence he commi tted before it was D

so by the lawo

"Obi ter" or ("obi tErG):<;.t~l:jJJ") - By the way; in passinge
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